
1 How do you get from floor to 
floor?

Talking about shopping

Label the pictures with the vocabulary below and then ask & answer questions
with a partner.

 shopping, ride, shopping cart, drums, coat,  escalator,  shampoo, pet, 
equipment, guitar,   mirror, broke

2. Why do read the labels
on  products ?

3 Do you like window shopping? 
  Why?

4. What’s your favorite 
department ?

5. Is it difficult for you 
to choose what to 
buy? Why?

6. Why do you try on the 
things you buy?

7 Do you like crowds ?

8 Are you good at buying gifts ?

9 Do you go to sales ?
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Answers 
 
1. How do you get from floor to floor in a department store? 
 
Escalators or elevators located throughout the department store that can take shoppers from floor to floor. 
 
2. Why do read the labels on products? 
 
Reading labels on products can help shoppers to compare products and make informed decisions about what 
to buy. 
 
3 Do you like window shopping? Why? 
 
Window shopping can be enjoyable because it allows shoppers to browse through products and get an idea of 
what is available without having to commit to purchasing anything. 
 
4. What’s your favorite department? 
 
This will vary from person to person, but some popular department store departments include clothing, 
cosmetics, and home goods. 
 
5. Is it difficult for you to choose what to buy? Why? 
 
For some people, choosing what to buy from a department store can be difficult because there are often so 
many products to choose from. Overwhelmed shoppers may have a hard time narrowing down their options. 
 
6. Why do you try on the things you buy? 
 
Trying on items before purchasing them can help shoppers to ensure that they are happy with the fit and style 
of the product. It can also help to prevent buyers’ remorse. 
 
7 Do you like crowds? 
 
Some people enjoy shopping in department stores because of the bustling atmosphere, while others find large 
crowds to be overwhelming. 
 
8 Are you good at buying gifts? 
 
Some people are good at buying gifts for others because they have a keen eye for what the recipient will like. 
Others find it difficult to choose the perfect gift because they can’t decide what to buy. 
 
9 Do you go to sales? 
 
Many shoppers take advantage of department store sales in order to get discounts on items that they would 
like to purchase. 
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